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Abstract: The dust in debris disks is generated by
collisions among or evaporation of planetesimals. The
existence of these planetesimals is a consequence of
the planet-formation process, but the relationship
between these disks and planets has not been clearly
established. Here we study the role that planets
close to the star play in the generation of debris, by
comparing the incidence of debris disks in stars with
and without planets. We have searched the Spitzer
archive for MIPS observations (at 24 and 70 μ) of stars
known, by the radial velocity method, to have planets.
We analyze 71 such stars, the largest sample ever
assembled. We use survival analysis (which allows us
to use non-detections) to compare the planet sample
with published data of stars not known to have
planets. This analysis reveals no significant
difference between the two samples. Furthermore,
the presence of debris disks is uncorrelated with
metallicity.
Reduction: Data for the stars without planets was
taken from the published literature. For the PBS, the
pipeline-produced BCD files were re-mosaicked with
MOPEX. Aperture photometry on the mosaics was
done using idl. At 24 μ, a calibration error of 4% was
adopted in addition to the photometric uncertainties.
At 70 μ an absolute calibration error of 7% was
adopted in addition to the photometric uncertainties
(dominated by cirrus confusion noise). No color
correction (which would increase the 70 μ dust
emission by 10%) was performed. Photosphere
prediction: The stellar fluxes at 24 and 70 μ were
predicted using Kurucz (for F, G and K stars) and
NextGen models (for M stars) scaled to optical (from
the Tycho/Hipparcos database) and near-infrared
(from the 2MASS PSC) data.
Noteworthy PBS with excesses:

51 Peg: firstextrasolar planet.
F70/F*=1.5, Ldust/L* > 3 ×10-6

Eps Eri: Resolved disk. 60 AU
radius. F70/F*=6, Ldust/L* = 9 ×10-5
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The width of the distribution is consistent with the average
errors. We have marked those stars with F24/F*>1.2. A
Kaplan-Meier estimator analysis reveals that the PBS 6.1% ±
2.9% of stars have F24/F* >1.2. For the non-planet sample the
number is 4.7% ± 2.3%. HD 22049 is Epsilon Eri.

The distribution of PBS values can be fit with a gaussian
with sigma=10%. The histogram binning makes the
distribution look wider. We show a sigma=30% gaussian.

Kaplan-Meier estimator at 70 μ

Planet Bearing stars (PBS): radial velocity Techniques
have uncovered 200 Exoplanets around more than 150
stars. A search of the Spitzer Archive reveals that
71planet-bearing stars have been observed with MIPS.
Most of these data were obtained in MIPS photometry
mode. a few of are MIPS Scan Maps.
We find:
Î 66 planet-bearing stars observed at 24 μ, all detected
Î 69 planet-bearing stars observed at 70 μ. 37 stars
detected, 32 upper limits
Non-planet Stars (from Beichman et al. 2006): 86 stars
not known to have planets, observed with MIPS.
Î All of them detected at 24 μ.
Î 85 stars have 70 μ data, 81 stars detected, 3 upper
limits

Relationship with Metallicity: It is known that, while PBS
are metal-rich (Fischer & Valenti 2005), the sample of
stars with debris disks have the same metallicity as the
non-planet sample (Greaves et al. 2006). This raises the
question: Is there any correlation between excess and
metallicity for the PBS?

Using the non-detections: Survival Tests and The
Kaplan-Meier Estimator: To decide whether the 70 μ
PBS sample is drawn from the same distribution as the
non-planet sample with respect to Fλ/F* (the null
hypothesis), we perform a battery of survival tests. In
each case we give the probability that the null
hypothesis is true:
•Gehan's Generalized Wilcoxon Test -- Permutation Variance: P =
0.40
• Gehan's Generalized Wilcoxon Test -- Hypergeometric Variance:
P = 0.38
• Logrank Test: P = 0.41
• Peto & Peto Generalized Wilcoxon Test: P = 0.40
• Peto & Prentice Generalized Wilcoxon Test:
P = 0.38

HD 10647: Strongest 70 μ excess in
sample. F70/F*=56,Ldust/L* > 8 ×10-6

Analogous results are obtained for the F24/F* value.
These tests indicate that having a planet that can be
detected by RV techniques does not change the
infrared characteristics of a star. (Moro-Martin et
al. (2007) have carried a survival analysis on six PBS
and have arrived to similar conclusions.)

HD 168746: New 24 μ excess.
F70/F* < 115, Ldust/L*~1 ×10-5

Comparison with previous results: Beichman et al.
(2005) analyzed a sample of 25 PBS observed with
MIPS at 24 and 70 μ. They defined excess as (Fλ-F*)/σλ >
3, which can only be calculated for detected sources.
They found no excesses at 24 μ. At 70 μ (5 nondetections) they found an excess fraction of
24%±10%. The percentage is really an upper limit
because is assumes that the 5 non-detected stars have
no excess. For our sample we find:
24 μ excesses: PBS: Four out of 66 (6%±3%); NonPlanet: None
70 μ excesses: PBS:15 out of 69 (>22%±10%); NonPlanet: 13 %±10%
When calculated in this way, our percentages for the
presence of excesses are consistent with theirs.

Comparison of F70/F* for PBS and non-planet stars. Also
shown are the one sigma limits for each sample (yellow and
gray). The vertical line marks F70/F*=1.3. For the PBS 32.1% ±
6.4% of stars have F70/F* >1.3. For the non-planet sample the
number is 26.5% ± 4.9%.

Excess vs. Metallicity. The horizontal line marks F70/F* =
1.3. The vertical line marks [Fe/H]=1.6, the median of
the PBS metallicities.

We performed a correlation test using the Cox
Proportional Hazard model. The test seeks a
correlation, without assuming a particular correlation
form. assuming metallicity as the independent variable.
We obtained a probability of 0.57 that no correlation is
present. In other words, metallicity does not affect the
likelyhood of a PBS having a debris disk.
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What does it all mean?
A priori, it is puzzling that the presence of planets
would not affect the presence of debris dust, as a
planets should stir the planetesimals, resulting in
more collisions and more dust than in a non-planet
system. However, one should keep in mind that the
excesses uncovered by Spitzer are due to dust that is
farther away (≥30 AU for a G2 star, assuming 50 K)
than the largest semi-major axis of most planets in this
sample (~4 AU). It remains to be shown that planets of
these characteristics are poor source of dynamical
heat for the system. On the other hand, perhaps most
stars in the “non-planet” sample have non-detected
planets (>5 AU) and so the two samples are indeed the
same. The lack of correlation with metallicity
indicates that very little solids are needed for the
generation of dust.

